RECOGNITION FOR COMMITTING TO MAKE A FUTURE GIFT

Legacy Society member
Individual or couples who substantiate a minimum commitment of US $1 million or more to The Rotary Foundation’s Endowment. Benefits include all Bequest Society benefits and unique tokens of appreciation from the Trustees.

Bequest Society member
Individual or couples who share confirmation of their commitment to The Rotary Foundation at the following minimum amounts receive the named benefits:

- $10,000  Bequest Society pin and commissioned art piece suitable for framing
- $25,000  Engraved Rotary’s promise crystal and a named fund in the Endowment
- $50,000  An additional named fund in the Endowment
- $100,000 Invitations to special Rotary events
- $250,000 Posthumous induction into the Arch Klumph Society
- $500,000 Special registration and seating at Rotary International Convention

*Benefits are cumulative

Benefactor to The Rotary Foundation
Individuals qualify by making a $1,000 commitment or gift to The Rotary Foundation’s Endowment.
RECOGNITION FOR MAKING A CURRENT GIFT

Arch Klumph Society member

Individuals and couples who have made outright gifts to The Rotary Foundation at the amount of $250,000 or more.

Arch Klumph Society has six levels with each having additional benefits:

- Trustees Circle: $250,000 to $499,999
- Chair’s Circle: $500,000 to $999,999
- Foundation Circle: $1,000,000 to $2,499,999
- Platinum Trustees Circle: $2,500,000 to $4,999,999
- Platinum Chair’s Circle: $5,000,000 to $9,999,999
- Platinum Foundation Circle: $10,000,000 and above

Major Gift

One-time donation of US$10,000 or more.

Major Donor

An individual or couple that has cumulatively contributed $10,000 or more to The Rotary Foundation. Recognition is awarded at four levels for the minimum cumulative gift amount of $25,000, $50,000 and $100,000.

Rotary's Promise Club

100%-member support of the Endowment at any level above $1,000 per member by outright gift or commitment.